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Reference simulation of the 10x10 array
Proposed technique
Radiation pattern from Floquet phases

Primary feed horn

Array of  cells

Analysis and synthesis of  a reconfigurable reflectarray antenna as part of  an industrial spatial project with Thales Systèmes Aéroportés
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Perspectives

Reconfigurable reflectarray antennas (RRA)

Major issue of  reflectarrays
Analysis and synthesis (due to the complexity of  the cell’s 
geometry and the size of  the array)
Existing solution for the analysis of  passive reflectarrays
‘Surrounded-element' approach

Mutual coupling effects realistically accounted for

Context & objectives

1) Phase response ∠퐸 휃 = 0° of  each of  the N active cells within the array
a) EM simulation of  a sub-array (considered cell + neighbors):

Active elements within the sub-array replaced by localized ports
Same EM simulation for each of  the N cells
↪ Only the state of  the active loads differs from one cell to another

b) Circuit simulation to determine ∠퐸 휃 = 0° 	considering the configuration of  active elements within the sub-array
2) RRA radiation pattern

a) Array-factor (AF) of  the RRA with a phase-only control
퐴퐹(휃,휑) = ∑ exp푗푘 푥 cos휑 sin휃 + 푦 sin휑 sin휃 + 푧 cos휃
With 퐼 = exp 푗∠퐸 휃 = 0°

b) Unit-cell radiation pattern 퐸 (simplified model of  the unit-cell)
c) AF multiplied by the unit-cell radiation pattern

퐸 = 	퐴퐹.퐸

Principle of  the proposed technique

Results
Description of  the 2-bit unit-cell
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Promising solution for space communications and radar applications
- Active cells reflect the incident wave with prescribed phase shifts to form 
a desired radiation pattern
- Dynamic phase control obtained by electronically switching active 
elements such as PIN diodes or MEMS

Existing solution for the analysis of  reconfigurable reflectarrays
Floquet approach: unit-cell extracted from an infinite periodic array

⇒ approximation of  the mutual coupling
Objective: Accurate analysis of  reconfigurable reflectarray antennas
Proposed technique
Simple and fast analysis technique with mutual coupling consideration

Implementation of  the proposed technique
- Simulations carried out on an Intel®

Xeon® E5506 2.13GHz with 48 GB RAM
- EM simulation of  a 5x5 sub-array with HFSSTM

Analysis of  a 10x10 RRA with a main beam in the (φmax = 45°; θmax = 30°) direction
- Configuration of  the PIN diodes - Radiation patterns - Conclusions

Proposed technique in good agreement with the reference simulation
Proposed technique gives better results than the Floquet approach

- Advantages of  the proposed technique
✓ Ease of  use
✓ Light database requirements 
✓ Time-saving: post-processing requires 50 seconds for the 3D 
radiation pattern
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State Phase at 8.7GHz
On-On 0°
Off-Off -93.1°
On-Off -176.5°
Off-On -224.6°


